
In close cooperation with an outstanding technical company, we are developing a mixed-reality solution that 
will open up a new future for many industries. In a small, best team you will develop the user experience in 
mixed reality and an excellent usability for the MS-HoloLens and the frontend environment. A task with a mea-
ning, because we will add new possibilities to the cooperation of people, improve the interaction with machi-
nes and data and make the work of first-line workers easier, better and more satisfying. If you are looking for an 
exciting task, for a sense of departure and success, then you have the energy we need.

Starting date from 1st May 2019

We look forward to hearing from you.
Get in touch with us. Tell us what you did, what you can do and where you want to go.
Your contact persons are Hongwei Xiao and Udo Corleis.

E-Mail: augment-it@radiusmedia.de
WhatsApp: +49 171 9559457
WeChat: radiusmedia 

RADIUSMEDIA augment it in 30 seconds
Since 1998 we have been supporting technical B2B companies with digital services in communication, 
presentation and sales. Our specialization is the development of augmented and mixed reality for first movers 
from high-tech industries. With the ‚next generation technology‘ for marketing, production, service and training, 
our customers improve their results in important business processes and signal their claim to leadership in 
technology.

Join us in changing the future of work
Mixed/Augmented Reality Developer, Unity Expert

Your task 

Unity development for Microsoft HoloLens, IOS and Android

Front-end development 

Database development with Microsoft SQL Server 

Your profile 

At least 2 years experience with Unity

Experience in user experience development and implementation of graphical user interfaces

Excellent C# developer

Good knowledge of the 3D workflow (lowpoly modeling and 3D model optimization) and 

MS-HoloLens experience are advantageous 

What does RADIUSMEDIA augment it have to offer you?

An extremely exciting future with Augmented Reality and Game-Change products

A professional and creative work environment that promotes and challenges your personal development

A permanent full-time job

An attractive salary

A modern, bright office loft in the Bremen Überseestadt, located directly on the waterfront

Working hours largely according to your personal rhythm, in a small, agile team

 





 



 



 



 








